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Full Services App Developers that Build it, Launch it
And Grow it Using Content Marketing

CEOCFO: Mr. Katcher, would you tell us about Rocket Farm Studios?
Mr. Katcher: Rocket Farm Studios is a mobile app developer. We work with other 
companies to help them take their ideas all the way from concept and out to the market 
to help them be a success. 

We think about 3 things: build it, launch it, grow it. First, we think about ourselves as a 
1.0 product company which is the “build it” part. Next, we help our clients think about 
marketing and all the things you need to do to get ready to make a launch successful. 
This could be true for an app that is for consumers or true for an app that is going to be 
internal for an enterprise. Then, we help “grow it” because once you get the app out, you 
can start paying attention to what your users like and do not like, then adjust your 
strategy as you go to make your app more successful. 

CEOCFO: There are many app development companies. What do you understand 
about the process that allows you to do a superior job?
Mr. Katcher: My philosophy is to put together small cross-functional teams. When we 
staff a team on a project, we have people with business backgrounds. We have creative 
people who can design. And we have technology people who know how to build. If you 
get those people working together well, I found that it makes for successful apps that we 
get right the very first time. 

CEOCFO: Would you give us an example of where one discipline might pick up something that the other area 
would miss or not realize is important?
Mr. Katcher: All apps should be strategic for their company. People are not necessarily doing apps just to promote 
themselves. They are doing it because they recognize that they have assets that they can leverage through mobile 
devices. The successful app becomes a new business model so you really need someone from the business side who 
can think in this way. It is also a creative experience because now the bar has been set so high in terms of app quality 
and experience. You need people who can think about optimizing design. It needs to be simple. It needs to be fast. It 
needs to be reliable. You need people who can cover all those things and work together well. 

CEOCFO: How do you keep it simple and easy to use?
Mr. Katcher: For us, the philosophy boils down to user-centric design. What I mean by that is that we spend a lot of time 
in the design process focusing on who the user is and what they are trying to accomplish, as well as how they are coming 
at the app. For instance, are they on a commuter rail or a subway? Are they in their office? How are they experiencing the 
app? We found that if you get everyone centered on the user and their goals then that simplifies it for everyone. That 
experience drives everything else. We like to say an app should do three things really well. This keeps it focused and 
simple. This philosophy drives what the architecture needs to be, it drives how the app is going to work, and it drives, to 
some extent, the business model. 

CEOCFO: Did you understand that concept from the beginning?
Mr. Katcher: Before Rocket Farm I had the benefit of working with some outstanding designers and now know what to 
look for. Because of that, the team leadership is very experienced. We know how to design software. Our team leaders 
have fifteen to twenty years of experience each even before we came together with Rocket Farm. At Rocket Farm we 
have been building apps since 2008, almost right after the iPhone was launched. We were starting to work on apps about 
six months after they started showing up in the app store. We have had the benefit of seeing things and experimenting 
and figuring out what works and what does not. 
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CEOCFO: How do people find you?
Mr. Katcher: People tend to find us in different ways. We get our share of referrals from people we know in different 
areas of the country. We get a lot of leads from the web so our team works hard on content marketing and trying to tell our 
story, as well as talk about the issues that surround app development in general. That seems to be how they find us. And 
interviews like this! It is my goal to strive to maintain a premium brand and deliver a high quality experience to continue 
our positive word of mouth.

CEOCFO: Would you tell us more about how you help a company with the marketing approach with the business 
side?
Mr. Katcher: When we think about end-to-end, it's really three phases. There is the strategic phase in which we look at a 
company and perform a detailed analysis and brainstorm about the possibilities. The next phase which is the design of the 
specific app. Then the 3rd and final phase would be the development of the app. As far as marketing is concerned, I 
believe strongly that it’s best to start as early as possible. The sooner you can pull people into the marketing effort, the 
more people can prep the groundwork. There is a lot of execution that goes into launching a mobile app. You need to 
build excitement around it. You need to build email lists. All sorts of things that help build and create an audience for your 
mobile business. You might think you have a great product but you won’t really know until people start using it. It’s critical 
that marketing encompasses being on top of what people are saying and to be very responsive. You have to have a focus 
on customer service and quality and marry those two together for a complete marketing effort. 

CEOCFO: Are there particular types of companies that come to you for services?
Mr. Katcher: We are broad in terms of industries. We have done a number of apps in the music industry working with 
companies like Hal Leonard, which is the largest distributor of sheet music in the world, as well as with Yamaha Music. 
We have a number of projects in the medical space working with pharmaceutical companies, most recently with SERMO, 
which is the world’s largest social network for accredited physicians. Startups comprise about a third of our business, and 
we are trying to reach bigger, more enterprise-size companies as we continue to grow. 

CEOCFO: When you are creating an app, how important are trends and regulatory issues?
Mr. Katcher: In terms of trends, I think it is critical to continue to look at what is hot and cool in apps. It's the nature of the 
business as we compete for work, so we are diligent about studying what our competitors are doing and try to stay on the 
bleeding edge of design. We also always have to be aware of what Apple and Google are doing because they are the 
trendsetters in many ways. When they change their design style you have to be on top of that. 

CEOCFO: What surprised you as Rocket Farms Studios has grown and evolved?
Mr. Katcher: We are seven years into smartphones since the iPhone was rolled out and what is amazing is how much 
innovation continually happens in our industry. We are working with and competing with companies that are doing just 
incredibly novel things. That is what surprises me. The level of innovation just keeps increasing. 

CEOCFO: Why choose Rocket Farm Studios?
Mr. Katcher: At our core, we are entrepreneurs. We love partnering with our clients to launch and grow their business. It's 
not just about creating apps and moving on. We cultivate great relationships throughout the lifecycle of each app. People 
come to us because we care about their business and we care about collaborating on design and development.

And at the end of the day what I am most proud of is our great technical talent, our amazing creative talent, and top-notch 
project management. We always manage to deliver a premium product in a transparent and predictable way, which is a 
very good thing.

For more information visit: www.rocketfarmstudios.com
Contact: Daniel Katcher  617-797-3494  dan@rocketfarmstudios.com

“At our core, we are entrepreneurs. We love partnering with our clients to launch and grow their business. It's not just 
about creating apps and moving on. We cultivate great relationships throughout the lifecycle of each app. People come to 
us because we care about their business and we care about collaborating on design and development.”- Dan Katcher


